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Preface


Purpose This manual has been written as a guide for the operation of
Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd’s Eleven Digit Display.


Audience This manual is intended for use by engineers & operators
responsible for the operation of this equipment.
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Warnings & Cautions


Warnings Dangerous voltages exist in this equipment. Do not attempt
any repair without first switching off power to the system, at
the front panel switch, and removing the power input
connector.


Nickel, cadmium and lithium are toxic substances. A nickel
cadmium battery or lithium battery is dangerous if broken or
dismantled. If any battery chemicals come into contact with
skin, wash with copious amount of water, and seek medical
attention as required. If the battery is swallowed seek
immediate medical attention. Return any faulty batteries to
the manufacturer, properly packaged, for disposal.


The liquid crystal display can be hazardous if broken or
dismantled. If any liquid crystal chemicals come into contact
with skin, wash with soap and water. Return the faulty display
to the factory, for disposal. 


Most board assemblies contain tantalum capacitors or
electrolytic capacitors. Both types can explode under fault
conditions. Take appropriate precautions when servicing the
unit with the lid removed.


Cautions This unit should only be serviced by qualified personnel, no
user serviceable parts inside.


Several Board Assemblies contain static sensitive devices.
Appropriate procedures must be used when handling these
items.


Care must be taken in physically handling the system. When
lifting the system, appropriate lifting procedures must be
followed that appropriate to the weight of the unit.


Warnings & Cautions
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Limited Warranty Information


Hardware and 
Embedded Software


For a period of one (1) year from date of shipment by Time and Frequency
Solutions Ltd. (TFS), TFS warrants that all Products shall be free from defects in
design, material, and workmanship; shall conform to and perform in accordance
with TFS's published specification, if any; and shall have good and valid title. This
warranty will survive inspection, acceptance, and payment by the Buyer. TFS does
not warrant that the operation of such Products will be uninterrupted or error
free. This warranty does not cover failures caused by acts of God, electrical or
environmental conditions; abuse, negligence, accident, loss or damage in transit;
or improper site preparation.


This warranty shall be null and void in the event (i) Buyer or any third party
attempts repair of the goods without TFS's advance written authorization; (ii)
defects are the result of improper or inadequate maintenance by Buyer or third
party; (iii) of damage to said goods by Buyer or third party-supplied software,
interfacing or supplies; (iv) of improper use (including termination of non-certified
third party equipment on TFS’s proprietary interfaces and operation outside of the
product's specifications) by the Buyer or third party; or (v) the goods are shipped
to any country other than that originally specified in the Buyer's purchase order.


Goods not meeting the foregoing warranty will be repaired or replaced, at TFS's
option, upon return to TFS's factory freight prepaid; provided, however, that the
Buyer has first obtained authorization from TFS. 


TFS reserves the right to disallow a warranty claim following an inspection of
returned product. When a warranty claim is questioned or disallowed, TFS will
contact the Buyer by telephone or in writing to resolve the problem.


Software TFS warrants that for a period of ninety (90) days from date of shipment by TFS
the accompanying media will be free from defects in materials and workmanship
under normal use. The physical media warranty does not apply to defects arising
from misuse, theft, vandalism, fire, water, acts of God, or other similar perils. TFS
will not be liable for any damages caused by the Buyer's failure to fulfil its
responsibilities as stated above.


Limitation of 
Liability


The remedies provided herein are the Buyer's sole and exclusive remedies. In no
event or circumstances will TFS be liable to the Buyer for indirect, special,
incidental or consequential damages, including without limitation, loss of revenues
or profits, business interruption costs, loss of data or software restoration, or
damages relating to the Buyer's procurement of substitute products or services.
Except for liability for personal injury or property damage arising rom TFS's
negligence or wilful misconduct, in no event will TFS's total cumulative liability in
connection with any order of TFS’s Goods, from all causes of action of any kind,
including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, and breach of warranty, exceed
the total amount paid by the Buyer. Some Jurisdictions do not allow certain
limitations or exclusions of liability, so the above limitations or exclusions may not
apply to all buyers.


The foregoing warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied,
including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of title, merchantability, or
fitness for a particular purpose howsoever arising.


Limited Warranty Information
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Chapter 1:
Introduction to the Eleven Digit Display


Product Overview


The Eleven Digit Display is a rack-mountable signed display of
time in 1.5" high digits. The unit can read and display the
time from a modulated carrier time-code source (such as
IRIG B) or by connection to an asynchronous serial time-code
source via an RS232 or RS422 interface. The display shows
time in a number of formats including signed with days or
hours through to tenths of a second. The equipment is
designed for use in range timing display or other general
purpose time display applications particularly where event
time management is required. Most time formats are
automatically recognised; where time formats share a
common time-code structure (such as IRIG B and Pseudo
IRIG), an internal switch is used to confirm the display
requirement.


Model 170 Countdown/up Generator Clocks are compatible
with this display and feed it directly with Pseudo IRIG
Timecode for range timing applications.
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The Eleven Digit Display is pictured below.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Eleven Digit Display

Technical Specification


Technical Specification of the Eleven Digit Display


Item Specification


Product Interface M190 Master Clock
M210 Time System
M211 Timing System


AC Power Input 85 to 264Vrms, 47 to 440Hz 0.75A max


Power Consumption 5W typical


Fuse F1 Isolated Serial Interface power supply 
100mA self-resetting


Fuse F2 115V AC Input T 3.15A slow-blow 20mm 
Glass


Timecode Input 50 ohm BNC, no termination, into 600 ohm 
transformer
Modulated timecode 3Vpp maximum to 
30mVpp minimum


Standard Timecodes Auto-sensed IRIG B, AFNOR S 87500, NASA36, 2137/XR3 
(1kHz or 250kHz carrier), IRIG CS524-z


Countdown/up Code PSEUDO IRIG B, IRIG CS524-z


AGC Range >40dB


Serial Input and Output Levels RS232 or RS422 by jumper selection


Data I/O Option 9600 baud, 7 data bits, ODD parity, 1 stop 
bit (OR OTHERS)


Lock Range ±50ppm


Free Run Accuracy ±10ppm (for error bypass operation on time-
of-day input timecode)


Free Run Aging ±10ppm for first year


Pseudo IRIG B Time to First Display 
(Input Signal Connected)


Typically 3 seconds after end of self-tests
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IRIG B Time to First Display (Input 
Signal Connected)


Typically 7 seconds after end of self-tests


Display One 16-segment digit Ten 7-segment digits, 
red LED 1.5” high


Case 17¼" Wide 3¼" High 3¼" Deep Black 
Anodised Aluminium


Mounting 19” rack-mounting and ceiling mounting 
accessories supplied.


Weight 2kg


Temperature (Operation) 0oC to +40oC


Humidity Up to 95% RH (non-condensing)


EMC CE Compliant


Technical Specification of the Eleven Digit Display


Item Specification
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Chapter 2:
Eleven Digit Display Installation


Unpacking and Inspection


Unpack the equipment carefully, thoroughly examine the
exterior of the unit for damage during transit and check that
all items including accessories agree with the packing note.
The interior of the equipment may be inspected by removing
the 6 retaining screws that secure the rear cover.


Immediately report any equipment damage to the carrier and
to Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd.
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Chapter 2: Eleven Digit Display Installation

Connection to the Eleven Digit Display


The rear panel of the Eleven Digit Display is pictured below.


The power cable is a 3-core cable with Live, Neutral and
Ground for mains input. The 9-way D-type socket is for
RS232 or RS422 serial data communication. The 50 ohm BNC
connector is for timecode input and connects to a 600 ohm
input transformer.


Serial Port Configuration


The serial port is supplied configured for RS232 operation.
The port is supplied configured to 9600 baud, 7 data bits,
Odd Parity, 1 stop bit. Please ask for alternative parameters.


As standard the 11 Digit Display accepts IRIG CS524z Serial
Time-code. If this code is detected then it is automatically
displayed in priority to any modulated timecode that is
connected. No internal switches need to be configured to
allow reception of this code.
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The RS232 Connections via SK1 (factory setting) are detailed
in the following table.


If an RS422 interface is required the port may be
reconfigured by the use of jumpers inside the unit. Ensure
that the power cord is disconnected from the power
source before removing the instrument rear cover if
the port is to be reconfigured.


To configure the unit for RS422 operation, remove the rear
cover by undoing six screws. Identify pin 1 of link field LK4
(the pin nearest the top of the display and nearest the power
supply module). The remaining pins can then be identified by
the plan below which shows the jumper plan for RS232 and
RS422.


SK1 RS232 Connections


Pin RS232 Function Direction


1 Ground (Case) 0V


2 TxD Output


3 RxD Input


4 Not used Input


5 Ground 0V


6-9 Not used


RS232 JUMPERS


9
10
11
12
13
14
15
161


2
3
4
5
6
7
8


RS422 JUMPERS


9
10
11
12
13
14
15
161


2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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The following table details the RS422 connections via SK1.


Installation and Testing


The standard Eleven Digit Display is housed in a black
anodised aluminium case and comes with accessories that
permit 19” rack mounting or wall and ceiling mounting.


Before connecting power to the generator check that the
supply is in accordance with the specification and that the
power cord has a secure earth connection. An initial self-test
should be carried out before final installation or connection to
other equipment.


SK1 RS422 Connections


Pin RS232 Function Direction


1 Ground (Case) 0V


2 Not used


3 TxD- Output


4 RxD+ Input


5 Ground 0V


6 RxD- Input


7 Not used


8 TxD+ Output


9 Not used
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Chapter 2: Eleven Digit Display Installation

Switch on the display and note that all the segments of all
the display digits, as well as two colons and one decimal
point, are illuminated and then extinguished. This process
allows all display digits to be verified for correct operation.


After the display is blank for 2 seconds the firmware issue is
displayed:


When the display is extinguished a second time, the unit
carries out internal self-checks then displays the result. The
program check-sum is displayed as four digits (all zero for a
correct result), followed by the overall test result as PASS or
FAIL:
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Chapter 2: Eleven Digit Display Installation

If the display is configured for standard timecode display
(internal DIP SW1-1 is OFF) the sign digit of the display (the
16-segment digit) remains turned OFF and the display is
organised as 3 digits of day of year, followed by conventional
HH:MM:SS. 


The internal clock maintains time from zero in the absence of
an input timecode, and will increase once per second, so that
after 4 seconds the display shows:


If the display has been configured for PSEUDO IRIG B display
(internal DIP Switch SW1-1 is ON, whilst receiving no code it
will remain fixed at +H00 00:00:00.0 where H means HOLD.
In this case the seconds do NOT increment until the signal is
connected:


At this point the unit can be switched off and finally installed
or initialised / configured as described in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 3:
Eleven Digit Display Operation


General Operation


A simple free-running 10MHz quartz crystal oscillator
provides the timing for the circuit operation. This clock is fed
to the microcomputer which contains an internal 16 bit
hardware counter. The count is preset such that it generates
an interrupt every millisecond as it counts through zero.


The 1ms interrupt is counted so that a count of seconds
through to hours and days can be maintained. The 1ms
interrupt is steered to the correct rate by comparison with
the seconds' update detected from the input time-code until
the internal roll-over of each second count is synchronised to
the time-code on-time marker. This process is applicable to
time-of-day time-codes; Pseudo IRIG time-code timing is
determined directly from the 1kHz carrier and synchronisation
of zero-crossing counters by the once-per-second reference
and position markers.


A green LED, D5, on the display processor card is turned ON
once per second and OFF when the time-code on-time bit
pattern is detected. The on-time detection is delayed such
that when the correct phase is established the LED flashes for
about 10ms. At start up a once-off jam-sync operation is
performed such that the correct phase is rapidly established
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Chapter 3: Eleven Digit Display Operation

for time-of-day timecodes.   If subsequently a time-of-day
timecode is applied with a large time offset (or the display
has been free-run for a long period) the phase-step operation
is clearly seen as the LED 'on' duration moves towards the
new target phase relationship.


If IRIG CS524z asynchronous (RS232 or RS422) serial
timecode is detected the amplitude modulated timecode
continues to be decoded and tracked but is no longer
displayed; the display automatically shows the CS524z serial
timecode. One second after the CS524z code is disconnected
the display reverts to show the clock synchronised to
amplitude modulated timecode (which free runs if no
timecode is available), or to the Pseudo IRIG display.
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Chapter 3: Eleven Digit Display Operation

IRIG CS524z Timecode Input


Connect the source of IRIG CS524z timecode to the 9-pin D-
type socket at the rear of the display. The connector pin-out
for RS232 and the reconfiguration to RS422 is described in
the previous chapter.


The time-code is automatically recognised and displayed
immediately. The display format is adjusted to show days,
hours, minutes, seconds, and tenths of seconds. It is updated
every tenth of a second after the arrival of a new time frame.
The format of the display is shown below. If the display does
not detect the connection of IRIG CS524 immediately, verify
that the code being received is being transmitted at 9600
baud, 7 data bits, Odd parity, and 1 stop bit.


Note IRIG CS524z time-code is automatically displayed when
connected irrespective of the position of DIP Switch SW1-1.


The IRIG-CS524z Display Format is pictured below.


If the serial CS524z serial input is disconnected or not
recognised after one second, the display reverts to the time
of day format or the Pseudo IRIG B CD/U format.
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Chapter 3: Eleven Digit Display Operation

Modulated Carrier Time-code Input


The Eleven Digit Display accepts the modulated carrier
timecodes shown in the following table. Details of the codes
and their bit allocations can be found in Appendix A at the
end of this manual.


The only user configuration required is the selection, or de-
selection, of PSEUDO IRIG B. This code can closely resemble
IRIG B at certain times of the day but the display format is
changed to suit the code content and no error-bypass is
operated for Pseudo IRIG B.


Ensure that the power cord is disconnected from the
power source before removing the instrument rear
cover if the timecode selection switch is to be
accessed. To configure the display for PSEUDO IRIG B,
follow the safety instructions and remove the 6 screws in the
rear panel, lift off the panel to reveal the display controller
PCB. Locate DIL Switch SW1-1 (the switch nearest the top of
the display) and use a small screwdriver to place the switch
in the ON position for PSEUDO IRIG B, OFF for all other
timecodes. Verify the selection by viewing the display and the
description Chapter 1.


Modulated Carrier Timecodes


Code Carrier


IRIG B 1kHz


PSEUDO IRIG B 1kHz


NASA36 1kHz


AFNOR S 87500 1kHz


2137 1kHz


XR3 250Hz
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Chapter 3: Eleven Digit Display Operation

PSEUDO IRIG B Display


Unlike the other timecodes accepted by the display, Pseudo
IRIG B does not contain the time-of-day but a countdown/up
time. Both countdown and countup times are incrementing in
the same direction but countdown time is displayed as a
negative quantity which gets smaller as it approaches zero.


For display of Pseudo IRIG B make sure that SW1-1 is ON so
that the display format is correct and no error-bypass is in
operation. Connect the Pseudo IRIG B source signal to the
rear panel BNC. The signal should have a maximum amplitude
of 3Vpp. If the display has been turned ON prior to
connection of an amplitude modulated carrier timecode then
the display processor automatic gain control will have
increased the gain to maximum, searching for an input signal.
A few seconds are necessary for the gain to be correctly
established for a subsequently connected signal of maximum
amplitude (typically 20 seconds are required from maximum
gain).


From switch-on with the input source already connected,
after the self-tests, the AGC level is established and the first
modulated timecode frame is read within about 3 seconds. As
soon as the IRIG format is recognized, the display is updated
every tenth of a second. Tenths of seconds are counted from
the 1kHz carrier synchronized once per second by the
recognition of the "position identifier" that starts at 990ms,
the last timecode bit in the 1 second frame, followed by the
"reference marker" which is the first bit of the a new
timecode frame starting at 0ms.


The last data bit of the Pseudo IRIG frame starts at 980ms
from the second roll-over and its value is available at 990ms.
This bit signals either HOLD or RUN. At the time when the
value of this code bit is decoded the display shows +000
HH:MM:SS.9 for a positive time or -000 HH:MM:SS.0 for a
negative time.


Negative times received are advanced by 0.1s for display,
such that the units of seconds of a countdown always change
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at the real-time seconds edge. For example, a count of -10s
is transmitted with the seconds at -10 and is known to be
running at 990ms after the current second's start. At the real-
time seconds update 0.1s is added to the value of the code
received and the display changes to -9.9s. This apparent
advance in time by 0.1s is removed by the additional count
state of -0.0s that comes after the count -0.1s is displayed.
The subsequent transition from -0.0s to +0.0s, the launch
time, occurs at the real-time seconds update, and thereafter
the positive time display rolls from +nn.9s to +nn.0s at the
real-time seconds update.


For a positive time received, when RUN is found, the decoded
time corresponds to the time of the current second for only
10ms and the new timecode for the next second has not yet
started. The time to display is computed from the current
timecode value plus 990ms and the tenths of seconds
continue as counted from the timecode carrier. The computed
value of hours, minutes, and seconds are displayed at the
second's roll-over until they are replaced by the new received
timecode for the current frame 990ms later.   A Count Down /
Up Generator source receiving the HOLD command will
continue to count positive time and hold at +00 HH:MM:SS.9.
Thus at the moment at which the HOLD signal is received by
the display, the tenths of seconds are correct for the positive
time HOLD and the predicted time is seamlessly replaced by
the received timecode in HOLD.


If the time is negative when the RUN/HOLD bit is received at
990ms from start of the frame, the tenths of seconds display
is at 0 and the code for the frame is complete. The generator
has already advanced the negative Pseudo IRIG time by
100ms such that the time value in the frame, now complete
in the display, is numerically one whole second advanced.
(This apparent anomaly is corrected by the transmission of
one whole second for which the timecode value is -00:00:00).
At the roll-over of the seconds only 100ms needs to be added
by the display such that the tenths of seconds decrement to 9
and the whole displayed value has entered the next second.


For example, for a time value of -12:00:00 at the start of a
second, the display of the countdown generator has already
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rolled to -11:59:59.9. The value -11:59:59 is transmitted as
code, 990ms later the displayed time is 11:59:59.0, when the
code is complete, and the value of the RUN/HOLD bit is
known. If HOLD is found at that moment the display ceases
to count, showing 11:59:59.0, which is the value of the code
that will be transmitted during the next second. If RUN is
active on the CDU time source at the roll-over of the second's
reference it will not be found in the IRIG timecode until
990ms later, when the count down time has reached   -
11:59:59.0, to be replaced by -11:59:58.9 at the seconds
edge.


Note When a user enters a different time into the countdown
generator that provides the timecode, the Pseudo IRIG code
from the generator cannot convey a tenths of seconds value
to the display until the count commences. If the entered time
is positive, the tenths of seconds will be shown as 9 on the
display; if the entered time is negative, the tenths of seconds
will be shown as 0. These are the normal hold values for
tenths of seconds of a CDU generator that has run and then
been commanded to hold but not necessarily the value that
has been entered into a static generator.
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Time of Day Time-code Display


For display of Time-of-Day ensure that SW1-1 is correctly in
the OFF position.   Any doubt about switch position is
resolved by running the display and verifying the format
against the diagrams in Chapter 1.


Note When SW1-1 is OFF the display automatically updates once
per second, even if the source timecode is disconnected,
because of the error-bypass backup clock operation.


Connect the IRIG B, NASA 36 or other amplitude-modulated
carrier timecode source signal to the rear panel BNC. The
signal should have a maximum amplitude of 3Vpp. If the
display has been turned ON prior to connection of an
amplitude modulated carrier time-code then the display
processor automatic gain control will have increased the gain
to maximum, searching for an input signal.   About 20
seconds are necessary for the gain to be correctly established
for a connected signal of maximum, then further time is
required to carry out error checks and phase-step into
synchronism with the input timecode.   Alternatively, from
switch-on, after the self-tests, a normal amplitude code is
read within about 3 seconds.   A further 3 seconds is required
for error testing and the correct display is reached 3 or 4
seconds later (7 seconds total). The entire display is updated
at each new second and there is no latency for any digit
update.


If the input time-code source is changed to a source with a
substantial fractional second time offset, or if the timecode is
disconnected for a long period and then reconnected, the
Eleven Digit Display will detect the new timecode 1pps
reference point and phase-step its own clock into
synchronism with the new time reference. Up to one minute
may be required for this process to be completed.
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Chapter 4:
Maintenance & Fault Finding


Routine Maintenance


During normal operation the Eleven Digit Display functions
automatically and does not require any manual intervention.


After a period of one year or longer the free-running
performance can be trimmed if required by a qualified
technician who must observe all the safety precautions
necessary for working on equipment powered from a 240 or
120V AC supply (please read the advice at the head of the
Fault Finding section).


The six screws of the rear panel are removed to give access
to the processor card 355BW.    Remove the input signal to
the display and connect a frequency counter probe to LK2 pin
3 (the free pin of LK2 with no jumper fitted, refer to the
following diagram) on the processor card. Using an insulated
adjuster carefully turn the miniature trimmer C27 for a
reading of 2,500,000.0±0.2Hz. LK2 pin 3 carries a 2.5MHz
square-wave. The frequency counter must be calibrated to
better than 0.1ppm. This frequency directly determines the
accuracy of the backup error-bypass clock system.
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Fault Finding


Caution In the case of equipment malfunction or failure, Time &
Frequency Solutions Ltd strongly recommends that the Eleven
Digit Display is returned to the factory for repair. If this is not
practical, fault finding and repair must only be undertaken by
a qualified test engineer.


It should be noted that the instrument contains static
sensitive devices and hazardous voltages (240/110V AC). If
measurements and/or adjustments must be made with the
unit switched on it should be powered via an isolation
transformer.


The power supply regulator and its associated dropper
resistor will be HOT.


Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd will not accept any
liability for injury or damage caused during fault
finding and repair by the user.
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Internal fault finding and repair of the Eleven Digit Display
requires specialised knowledge and non-standard test
equipment developed by Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd.
Identification of a malfunction to module level is
straightforward using the self-test that is executed at power-
on. The message ‘xxxx FAIL’ indicates that the Microcomputer
is likely faulty. A malfunction of the display will be
immediately apparent to the user.


Fuse 
Replacement


If, when the unit is powered, the display is completely blank
the power unit should be suspected. Ensure that the AC
power is disconnected from the display, undo the six screws
retaining the back cover and locate the 20mm fuse holder at
the left hand end of the instrument viewed from the front.
The AC power fuse F2 is contained in a holder which can be
gripped and pulled out. Verify the state of the fuse. Examine
the interior of the display for signs of component failure
before trying a new fuse. The 115V AC Input specification
calls for a T 3.15A slow-blow 20mm Glass Fuse.


No update 
from 
Modulated 
Timecode


Verify that the input timecode is not greater than 3Vpp at its
maximum. When connecting the timecode to a display which
has been turned on and allowed to run with no input
connected, allow up to half a minute for the AGC (which will
have set maximum gain) to reduce the gain to a level which
allows operation.


A display switched to Pseudo IRIG reception (SW1-1 is ON)
does not use error-bypass and can also be used for quick and
direct display of standard IRIG B timecode. The Pseudo IRIG
sign at bit 30 is units of days in standard IRIG code and will
be shown as positive for an even day of the year, negative for
an odd day of the year. HOLD will always be indicated (bit 98
will be at zero). However when a Pseudo IRIG display is in
hold it continues to read and display the incoming timecode
and the seconds will change at the end of each new frame of
timecode, appearing to advance to a value which is almost a
second late. If tenths of seconds are fixed at 9 (due to the
HOLD of a positive count) the total display is correct at the
update when tenths are included.
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DC Voltage 
Checks


A partial failure can be verified by checking the DC voltages
shown in the table that follows. The components on the
display processor card are small and these measurements
should only be made by a technician who is familiar with
making measurements on this type of equipment and has
appropriate equipment available. Incorrect application of
measurement equipment can damage the display and its
components.


DC Voltages


Supply Positive Negative Value


Display 9V TP5 (or at CN6) TP6 (or at CN6) 8.8V to 9.2V


Processor +5V C10 pin 2 C10 tab 4.75V to 5.25V


Analogue +5V C1 pin 1 C1 pin 2 4.75V to 5.25V


Serial Interface C11 pin 16 C11 pin 15 4.75V to 5.25V
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Appendix A:
Amplitude Modulated Timecodes


IRIG B Timecode Bit Allocation 


The IRIG B timecode bit allocations are detailed in the table
on the following page.
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Amplitude Modulated Timecodes

Note AFNOR extensions are shown in unused and control function
bits.


IRIG B Timecode Bit Allocations


Bit Weight Code Bit Weight Code
00 Marker Pr IRIG B 50 Year 1 AFNOR
01 Seconds 1 IRIG B 51 Year 2 AFNOR
02 Seconds 2 IRIG B 52 Year 3 AFNOR
03 Seconds 4 IRIG B 53 Year 4 AFNOR
04 Seconds 8 IRIG B 54 Always 0 IRIG B
05 Always 0 IRIG B 55 Year 10 AFNOR
06 Seconds 10 IRIG B 56 Year 20 AFNOR
07 Seconds 20 IRIG B 57 Year 40 AFNOR
08 Seconds 40 IRIG B 58 Year 80 AFNOR
09 Marker P1 IRIG B 59 Marker P6 IRIG B
10 Minutes 1 IRIG B 60 Month 1 AFNOR
11 Minutes 2 IRIG B 61 Month 2 AFNOR
12 Minutes 4 IRIG B 62 Month 4 AFNOR
13 Minutes 8 IRIG B 63 Month 8 AFNOR
14 Always 0 IRIG B 64 Always 0 IRIG B
15 Minutes 10 IRIG B 65 Month 10 AFNOR
16 Minutes 20 IRIG B 66 Always 0 AFNOR
17 Minutes 40 IRIG B 67 Always 0 AFNOR
18 Always 0 IRIG B 68 Always 0 IRIG B
19 Marker P2 IRIG B 69 Marker P7 IRIG B
20 Hours 1 IRIG B 70 Day of Month 1 AFNOR
21 Hours 2 IRIG B 71 Day of Month 2 AFNOR
22 Hours 4 IRIG B 72 Day of Month 4 AFNOR
23 Hours 8 IRIG B 73 Day of Month 8 AFNOR
24 Always 0 IRIG B 74 Always 0 AFNOR
25 Hours 10 IRIG B 75 Day of Month 10 AFNOR
26 Hours 20 IRIG B 76 Day of Month 20 AFNOR
27 Always 0 IRIG B 77 (Control Function) IRIG B
28 Always 0 IRIG B 78 (Control Function) IRIG B
29 Marker P3 IRIG B 79 Marker P8 IRIG B
30 Day of Year 1 IRIG B 80 Counter Clock 2^0 IRIG B
31 Day of Year 2 IRIG B 81 Counter Clock 2^1 IRIG B
32 Day of Year 4 IRIG B 82 Counter Clock 2^2 IRIG B
33 Day of Year 8 IRIG B 83 Counter Clock 2^3 IRIG B
34 Always 0 IRIG B 84 Counter Clock 2^4 IRIG B
35 Day of Year 10 IRIG B 85 Counter Clock 2^5 IRIG B
36 Day of Year 20 IRIG B 86 Counter Clock 2^6 IRIG B
37 Day of Year 40 IRIG B 87 Counter Clock 2^7 IRIG B
38 Day of Year 80 IRIG B 88 Counter Clock 2^8 IRIG B
39 Reference P4 IRIG B 89 Marker P9 IRIG B
40 Day of Year 100 IRIG B 90 Counter Clock 2^9 IRIG B
41 Day of Year 200 IRIG B 91 Counter Clock 2^10 IRIG B
42 Always 0 IRIG B 92 Counter Clock 2^11 IRIG B
43 Always 0 IRIG B 93 Counter Clock 2^12 IRIG B
44 Day of Week 2 AFNOR 94 Counter Clock 2^13 IRIG B
45 Day of Week 4 AFNOR 95 Counter Clock 2^14 IRIG B
46 Day of Week 4 AFNOR 96 Counter Clock 2^15 IRIG B
47 Always 0 IRIG B 97 Counter Clock 2^16 IRIG B
48 Always 0 IRIG B 98 Counter Clock 2^17 IRIG B
49 Marker P5 IRIG B 99 Marker P0 IRIG B
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Amplitude Modulated Timecodes

Pseudo IRIG Timecode Bit Allocation


The Pseudo IRIG bit allocations are detailed in the following
table.


Pseudo IRIG Timecode Bit Allocation


Bit Weight Bit Weight Bit Weight
00 Marker Pr 34 Always 0 68 Always 0
01 Seconds 1 35 Always 0 69 Marker P7
02 Seconds 2 36 Always 0 70 Always 0
03 Seconds 4 37 Always 0 71 Always 0
04 Seconds 8 38 Always 0 72 Always 0
05 Always 0 39 Marker P4 73 Always 0
06 Seconds 10 40 Always 0 74 Always 0
07 Seconds 20 41 Always 0 75 Always 0
08 Seconds 40 42 Always 0 76 Always 0
09 Marker P1 43 Always 0 77 Always 0
10 Minutes 1 44 Always 0 78 Always 0
11 Minutes 2 45 Always 0 79 Marker P8
12 Minutes 4 46 Always 0 80 Always 0
13 Minutes 8 47 Always 0 81 Always 0
14 Always 0 48 Always 0 82 Always 0
15 Minutes 10 49 Marker P5 83 Always 0
16 Minutes 20 50 Always 0 84 Always 0
17 Minutes 40 51 Always 0 85 Always 0
18 Always 0 52 Always 0 86 Always 0
19 Marker P2 53 Always 0 87 Always 0
20 Hours 1 54 Always 0 88 Always 0
21 Hours 2 55 Always 0 89 Marker P9
22 Hours 4 56 Always 0 90 Always 0
23 Hours 8 57 Always 0 91 Always 0
24 Always 0 58 Always 0 92 Always 0
25 Hours 10 59 Marker P6 93 Always 0
26 Hours 20 60 Always 0 94 Always 0
27 Always 0 61 Always 0 95 Always 0
28 Always 0 62 Always 0 96 Always 0
29 Marker P3 63 Always 0 97 Always 0
30 1=Minus 0=Plus 64 Always 0 98 1=Hold 0=Run
31 Always 0 65 Always 0 99 Marker P0
32 Always 0 66 Always 0
33 Always 0 67 Always 0
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Amplitude Modulated Timecodes

NASA36 Timecode Bit Allocation


The following table details the NASA36 timecode bit
allocation.


NASA36 Timecode Bit Allocation


Bit Weight Bit Weight Bit Weight
00 Reference Always 0 34 Always 0 68 Always 0
01 Seconds 1 35 Always 0 69 Always 0
02 Seconds 2 36 Always 0 70 Index marker
03 Seconds 4 37 Always 0 71 Day of Year 10
04 Seconds 8 38 Always 0 72 Day of Year 20
05 Always 0 39 Always 0 73 Day of Year 40
06 Always 0 40 Index Marker 74 Day of Year 80
07 Always 0 41 Hours 1 75 Always 0
08 Always 0 42 Hours 2 76 Always 0
09 Always 0 43 Hours 4 77 Always 0
10 Index Marker 44 Hours 8 78 Always 0
11 Seconds 10 45 Always 0 79 Always 0
12 Seconds 20 46 Always 0 80 Index Marker
13 Seconds 40 47 Always 0 81 Day of Year 100
14 Always 0 48 Always 0 82 Day of Year 200
15 Always 0 49 Always 0 83 Day of Year 400
16 Always 0 50 Index Marker 84 Day of Year 800
17 Always 0 51 Hours 10 85 Always 0
18 Always 0 52 Hours 20 86 Always 0
19 Always 0 53 Always 0 87 Always 0
20 Index Marker 54 Always 0 88 Always 0
21 Minutes 1 55 Always 0 89 Always 0
22 Minutes 2 56 Always 0 90 Index Marker
23 Minutes 4 57 Always 0 91 Control Functions
24 Minutes 8 58 Always 0 92 Control Functions
25 Always 0 59 Always 0 93 Control Functions
26 Always 0 60 Index Marker 94 Control Functions
27 Always 0 61 Day of Year 1 95 Reference Marker
28 Always 0 62 Day of Year 2 96 Reference Marker
29 Always 0 63 Day of Year 4 97 Reference Marker
30 Index Marker 64 Day of Year 8 98 Reference Marker
31 Minutes 10 65 Always 0 99 Reference Marker
32 Minutes 20 66 Always 0
33 Minutes 40 67 Always 0
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Amplitude Modulated Timecodes

2137 and XR3 Format Specification


The following table describes the 2137 and XR3 timecode
formats


2137 and XR3 Timecode Format Specification


Item Specification


Time Frame 1.0 second


Code Digit 
Weighting


BCD


BCD Time-of-Day 
Code Word


20 binary digits
Hours, minutes, seconds - recycles each 24 hours


Element Rate 25 per second


Index Duration 10ms


Code Word 
Structure


Word begins during the first 40ms Index Count of the current time frame. Binary 
coded elements occur every 40ms during the current time frame (6 for hours; 7 for 
minutes; 7 for seconds) until the Code Word is complete. Index counts 20 to 23 
have no markers (carrier is continuously low). A Reference Marker occurs during the 
last 40ms index count of the current time frame.


Bit Order Most significant digit occurs first


Carrier Frequency 1kHz (2137) or 250Hz (XR3) when modulated


Element Identification


a “On time” reference point for all elements is the preceding bit trailing edge of the 
high level to low level carrier transition


b Data Bit Weight Zero: carrier level is high for the last 12ms of the index 
period


c Data Bit Weight One: carrier level is high for the last 24ms of the index period.


d Reference marker: 1 per second carrier level is high for the last 36ms of the 
index period


The "on-time" point is the trailing edge of the Reference Marker
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Amplitude Modulated Timecodes

The following table details the bit allocations for the 2137
and the XR3 timecodes.


2137 and XR3 Timecode Bit Allocation


Bit Weight Bit Weight


00 Hours 20 13 Seconds 40


01 Hours 10 14 Seconds 20


02 Hours 8 15 Seconds 10


03 Hours 4 16 Seconds 8


04 Hours 2 17 Seconds 4


05 Hours 1 18 Seconds 2


06 Minutes 40 19 Seconds 1


07 Minutes 20 20 No data (low carrier)


08 Minutes 10 21 No data (low carrier)


09 Minutes 8 22 No data (low carrier)


10 Minutes 4 23 No data (low carrier)


11 Minutes 2 24 36ms Reference Marker


12 Minutes 1
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Appendix B:
IRIG CS-524z Timecode


The IRIG CS-524z is for use at baud rates of at least 4800. It
is a Time-of-Year format with 100-millisecond resolution and
frame length. In addition to the event count status, this
format has information regarding the predicted time of
launch or the actual time of launch if launch has occurred.
The accuracy of this format at the receiver end is primarily
dependent on the characteristics (fixed and variable
transmission delays) of the communications circuits between
the transmitting and receiving equipment. The ASCII
expression for this format is:


<SOH>I<SP>±DDD<SP>HH:MM:SS.S<SP>#<SP>ddd<SP>h
h:mm:ss.sss<SP>&<CR><LF>


Where:


<SOH> = start of header (O116)


I = identification character -- space (2016) is default, any
alpha or numeric ASCII character


<SP> = space (2016)


± = the event count sign


DDD = the event count day
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IRIG CS-524z Timecode

HH = the event count hour of the day


<:> = colon (3A16)


SS.S = the event count second and tenth of second of the
minute {period "." = (2E16)}


# = the event count status -- space (2016) is default, H
(4816) if holding


ddd = predicted/actual launch day


hh = predicted/actual launch hour of the day


mm = predicted/actual launch minute of the hour


ss.ss = predicted/actual launch second and milliseconds of
the minute


& = launch time information -- P(5016) predicted, A(4116)
actual


<CR> = carriage return (OD16)


<LF> = line feed (OA16)


The IRIG CS-524z uses the first 410 bits of the 100-
millisecond frame. The remaining bits are idle (logic level =
1) for the remainder of the frame. The frame length is 100
milliseconds, regardless of the baud rate.


The identification character is an ASCII 'space' character by
default, although any alpha numeric ASCII character may be
used. The definition or function of the identification character
is left to the user. Suggested uses might be identification of a
net or network, an event, a test number, or a user number.


The IRIG CS-524z format is described in the following
diagram.
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IRIG CS-524z Timecode
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